
Let’s stop hunger strike.  Let’s stop 

educational conflict in Balearic Islands
Past 8th of May, a teacher from the Balearic 

Islands -  Jaume Sastre -  started an 

undefined hunger strike in order to demand 

to the Balearic Government’sPresidentto 

start real negotiations with the teachers and 

start up the educational conflict which has 

completely disrupted normal life in 

classrooms during this year 2013-14.

This hunger strike is a very forceful action 

which comes after eight months of 

demonstrations,  strikes and protests that 

have no founded an answer by the 

Government.

At schools, this year has not been normal at 

all. It started with an undefined strike which 

lasted eighteen consecutive days that 

meant a total paralysation for the 

educational system.  During those days it 

took place the most mass demonstration 

ever seen in the Balearic Islands. More than 

120000 people in the street (in Balearics do 

live 1.100.000 people), a real Human Green 

Wave asking the Government to rectify its 

educational policy in form and content.  People’s call and solidarity spreaded 

everywhere.



A HUNGER STRIKE TO DEFEND A HIGH-QUALITY PUBLIC 

IN CATALAN EDUCATION

Since three years ago public education has suffered continuous agressions.  Using 

the crisis as an excuse,  an educational public system which has been socially 

cohesive and inclusive, is being dismantled with economical, material and staff cuts. 

And also with the imposition of regressive and impossible reforms. And at the same 

time teachers are under a never lived before repressive situation.

Thousands are the reasons that have taken Jaume Sastre to start a hunger strike. 

And his demand is very simple: ASK TO THE BALEARIC ISLAND’S PRESIDENT, MR. 

JOSÉ RAMON BAUÇÀ,  TO SIT DOWN AND NEGOTIATE WITH THE TEACHERS, 

LISTEN TO THEM AND ARRIVING TO A CONSENSUS.  Here you are some of the 

most important points: 

1- The most important educational conflict in the recent history of Balearic 

Islands has marked the year 2013-14, mobilizing people against the authoritarian 

and repressive policies from the Government. The high point was the most massive 

demonstration in the history of Balearic Islands.

2- A never seen solidarity: tens of thousands solidarity contributions arriving to 

690000 €,  by donations,  solidarity activities,  concerts,  auctions…. in order to help 

the teachers to continue the undefined strike until the Government would  agree to 

rectify and start to negotiate and arrive to a consensus.  After eight months,  no 

substantial progress has been made in the claims. 

3-  Undeniable social recognition:  eight associations from the educational, 

pedagogical, cultural, associative, journalist and linguistic fields have given prizes, 

awards and recognitions to the Teacher’s Assembly movement which has shaped 

the year. 

4- A never seen repression: 4 secondary teachers have been ceased for politicial 

reasons; there have been more than 300 resignations during one year. 

5- A linguistic project against Europe,  a legislative and pedagogical nonsense. 

The Government has turned its back to justice and educational community to apply 

in a hurry a deep change in the school linguistic models,  without planning, 

consensus and resources. Contravening Regional, State and European laws



INITIAL REQUESTS
It is required a quality education, that means not to 

increase pupil ratios,  with enough specific teachers 

for them,  academic freedom and without 

administrative disciplinary proceedings.

1.  Stop all the administrative disciplinary proceedings 

started with clearly repressive intention before and during 

the strike.

2. Withdraw the TIL decrre, a law that attacks the mother tongue.

3. Withdraw the decree project for Social Harmony and the Symbol Law.

4.  Real transport grants and free school meals in due time and form. 

Enough and efficient resources in order to have a good book reuse 

system. 

5. Go back to the previous workforces before teachers cuts. Also for 

the diversity awareness teachers and go back to  the previous pupil 

ratios before the cuts in educational budget.

6. Immediate replacement for sick leave staff.

7. Sick leave 100% payed.

8. Interim teachers hiring during july and august.

9. Get the wage supplements lost back and recognise new six-year 

periods from the 1st of june 2012.  Achieve the wage agreement 

signed in 2008 for the concertada schools.

10. Request from the Regional Ministry of Education to the Central Government to withdraw 

the LOMCE (Organic Law for the Improvement of the Quality in Education).

 



UNSUCCESSFUL AND IMPOSSIBLE NEGOTIATIONS
The Regional Ministry of Education (Conselleria) waited ten days of undefined strike 

before sit to negotiate. The strike started with a 

following of 92% of the teachers and continued 

beyond 50% during all the days the strike lasted. 

Duringthe negotiations the Conselleria accepted the 

presence of members of the Teacher’s Assembly but 

it was quite clear that would not make concessions 

and finished imposing their decree. During these 

negotiations very touching moments were lived again 

with spontaneous demonstrations of people, such as 

the spontaneous and silent demonstration during one 

night in front of the building of the Conselleria that 

brought together more than one thousand people 

arrived from all over the island. Nevertheless, even 

when the negotiations seemed to go by the right path everything broked. The 

meeting finished and Guillem Barceló, Assembly’s spokesman, talked to all the 

assistants saying that the Conselleria “had to consult their proposals”. Finally the 

result of that consult was very disappointing. Struggle had to continue but the 

strength started to decrease. Negotiations did not succeed. No agreements neither 

relevant progress or real proposals were done by the Government. Only the fact 

that the TIL law (trilinguism law) had to be applied under obligation. We have 

banged our heads against a brick wall. A Government that uses repression and only 

uses the argument that won the elections. They got an absolute majority with an 

electoral programme that standed up for the “consensus”. But they turned the 

tables and having won the elections has meant the imposition of a never lived 

authoritarianism. The increasing of pupil ratios at schools, staff-teachers cuts, etc. 

a non-stop attack to the public school and a violation to the Catalan language which 

is the mother tongue and the official at the Balearic Islands. As the Spanish 

language is all over the State.



SOCIAL, CULTURAL, ASSOCIATION AND TEACHER MOVEMENT RECOGNITION

Teacher’s Assembly has been awarded with eight 

prizes,  among them we canstress:  Marta Mata’s 

award from Associació de Mestres Rosa Sensat,  a 

very prestigious teaching association;  the IV Veu 

Lliure Award, from PEN català; the mention during 

the awards of 31  d’Octubre from the Valencian 

Country; the Gabriel Alomar Award given by Obra 

Cultural Balear (50  years)  during the Nit de la 

Cultura;  the Placer de l’Any Award given by Sa 

Plaça’s magazine to associations that have excelled 

because of social and cultural work;  Martí’s Gasull 

Award,  from Plataforma per la Llengua,  during its 

20th anniversary and Isabel’s Coll Award, from the 

JSIB.

RESISTANCE BOX, SOLIDARITY MADE REAL

691000 €  to express support and solidarity through more than 5600 donations  

done by thousands of persons understanding teachers fight.

Teacher’s Assembly Resistance Box has arrived to 

691000 €.  It is considered as an immense exhibition of 

solidarity from the society towards the teachers. 

Thousands of people wanted to express their support to 

the teacher’s fight through the different actions that 

have taken place during the last months and have had 

an economic materialisation.

There have been a total number of 5615 donations which 

have been used by the teachers to keep high their fight 

after 18  days of strike with a very high following never 

seen before.  From one hand,  117  organizations from 

different associations have contributed to the resistance 



box with 117000  €.  More than fifty activities organized by parents 

associations,Conservatory, teachers,....  have to be outlined. And also a concert at 

Palma’s Auditòrium completely full.  All these events supposed about 35000 €.  It 

also was organized a historical auction with more than 200 artworks and more than 

100000 € for the resistance box.  Stand out more than 5285 private contributions 

that come to 400000 €.

SUPPORTIVE ARTISTS

220 artists have given 260 artworks that represent an 

example during the last thirty years of art with the 

different modalities:  painting,  sculpture,  etching, 

comic,....  We are talking about an historical event 

realised in a brief period. Authors so renowned as Joan 

Miró,  Jean Marie del Moral,  Calder,  Català Roca, 

Bernadí Roig,  Humberto Rivas,  Josep Maria Subirachs,  Josep Guinovard, 

Ràfols Casamada,  Damià Jaume,  Ñaco Fabrer,  Miquel Barceló,  Menéndez 

Rojas, Riera Ferrari, Joan Ferran Aguiló, Antoni Tàpies, Toni Catany...

REPRESSION AGAINST TEACHERS, PUPILS AND FAMILIES

This year there’s been a repression never lived before 

against teachers and pupils.  For political reasons 

disciplinary inquiries have been instituted to four 

headmasters. And all of them have been removed out 

of their charge. Three groups of youngsters have been 

persecuted and accused by police forces. Right now all 

of them are being absolved by courts.  Negative sentences against a Government 

that do not wants to change. 

1-  Disciplinary inquiries to three secondary headmasters at Maó.  An initial 

suspension from work without pay as headmasters between ten and fifteen days 

lasted for 6 months. That’s the reason why this disciplinary inquiries are considered 

as an attack to teachers without legal foundation.

2- Disciplinary inquiry to Marratxí’s secondary school headmaster. It is considered 

to be very serious the use of illegal recordings made by a minor in order to discredit 



a headmaster with 25 years of experience. Even more when the disciplinary inquiry 

that started the suspension from his charge has ended with acquittal by a tribunal.

3-  Teachers have suffered from discrediting.  Conselleria with its behaviour has 

settled a climate of oppression and tension among the schools.  Education 

Autonomic Secretary, Guillem Estarellas, Fundación Nacional Círculo Balear and the 

Assemblea per una Escola Trilingüe have been pointed out as responsible to 

organize the pilot of persecution and claims against teachers. 

4- Minor persecution. Both, the two groups of pupils that were arrested during the 

strike have been acquitted.

5-  Intimidate the parents.  During the undefined strike parents supporting it were 

threaten to be sueded to the public prosecutor for juveniles. 

300 RESIGNATIONS FROM THE EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY DURING ONE YEAR

During this year more than 300  resignations to different 

charges have happened: the head of educational inspection, 

three hundred department chairperson, Minorca’s Education 

Delegate,  the head in charge to apply the TIL law….  All 

these resignations are clear examples of a conflict which is 

blocked and still continues due to the ineffectiveness of the Government.

INFLEXIBILITY TOWARDS LINGUISTIC PROJECTS AND SCHOOL MANAGEMENT

Urgent imposition has been used by the Government to impose a linguistic model 

that subverts educational basis.  This model does not have neither the knowledge 

nor the teacher’s predisposition.  Pupils,  that’s an empirical fact,  learn less and 

worse.  Hardest hit by this situation -  particularly during this deep crisis -  are 

children from poor and at the risk of social exclusion (28%) and pupils with special 

needs education (20%). In a context of staff cuts (2000 teachers less out of 10000) 

that have meant a higher teaching load (both, more classes per teacher and more 

pupils in the classroom).

English imposition and the process of discrediting and exclusion of the catalan 

language,  mother tongue in the Balearics,  has been the solution to the school 

failure that the Government has thought.  But the real school failure is the 

promotion during decades of unskilled and underqualified labour by the different 



Governments.  Now these people is unemployed because of the crisis and the 

consequences are that the best-trained generation ever has been forced to 

emigrate to get precarious jobs in Europe.

A LINGUISTIC MODEL AGAINST EUROPE
We do have experience with the application of plurilingual models all over the world 

(Luxembourg,  Kazakhstan,  Netherlands,  Valle d’Aosta,  Italy)  that show just the 

other way round.  They do need a long period of time to planify and train the 

teachers, economical resources and a gradual staggered to implement the system. 

This implementation forced by the Government has supposed tension among pupils, 

parents and teachers.  And,  of course,  less curricula contents to be taught at 

classrooms and less quality. A completely disaster that had already been repeatedly 

announced by scientific and educative community.

1.  It works against the spirit of the European Council as it breakes one of its 

fundamental principles; social cohesion.

2.  It does not reflect the Council’s recommendations for language policy.  Among 

them we found consensus, progressivity and voluntariness principles.

3. It will not improve the educational system as it does not preview compensatory 

measures for social and immigration inequalities.

(Official Journal of the European Union. 28.5.2009. Council conclusions of 12 May 2009 in a strategic 

framework for European cooperation in education and training (“ET 2020”) 2009/C 119/02))

TIL ROYAL DECREE, A PEDAGOGICAL NONSENSE
Main conclusions after two terms:

1- TIL law has been rejected by 63% of the municipal school councils.

2- TIL law is not applied in half of schools.

3- Subjects to be explained in English at primary school-level are: plastic and visual 

education, music, natural sciences and physical education. And at secondary-level, 

mathematics, natural sciences, plastic and visual education and music.

4- Most of the schools do not have language assistant nor support teachers.

5- English knowledge accreditation is very low, with few cases having C1 level.



6-  CLIL methodology is unknown by most of the teachers.  Only 34% at primary-

level and 25% at secondary-level have received some kind of skills.

7- There is no educational resources in order to teach the subjects. That means is 

the teacher by himself who has to prepare the resources. 

TIL,  A ROYAL DECREE AGAINST EXISTING LEGISLATION

Enforcement of TIL law has found many legal and court problems.  Including the 

political repression exerted by the Government. 

1- There are two decrees in order to apply the TIL law. The first one, 15/2013 of 19 

April, which had the rejection of all the educative community. What’s more, on 6th 

September 2013  a Tribunal suspended the authorized application calendar as a 

precaution.  As an answer to the Tribunal,  the Government announced just two 

hours later a Royal Decree, 5/2013, based on urgent reasons in order to impose a 

calendar during the school year just to start.  For 2014-15  the urgence does not 

exist, so the Royal Decree should be automatically repealed.

2-  Royal Decree has not been countersigned by the Balearic Islands University, 

which is the official organ with prior consultation for linguistic policy, provided for in 

the Autonomous Regulations.

3-  It contravenes the law 3/1986  about Linguistic Normalisation.  It is a 

discriminatory royal decree towards catalan language,  mother tongue from the 

Balearic Islands, that has not still completed the normalisation process and has to 

be the tool to unite our society which has increased sharply during the last years. It 

attacks the law 3/1986 about Linguistic Normalisation that expresses “normal and 

official effective use has to be carried out for Catalan and Spanish language at 

administrative and official ambit,  and take appropriate measures to achieve this 

goal”.  That is one of the practical conclusion from the report from the Balearic 

Islands Advisory Council.

4- It derogates the decree 92/1997 of 4 July, best known as “decree of minimums”, 

that regulates lessons have to be taught, at minimum by 50% in catalan language. 

This decree had more support and consensus than the law Government wants to 

apply now.



5- Contradictions with higher status laws referred to educational policy and there is 

a lack of coordination towards State legislation.  Meanwhile State legislation talks 

about consensus,  flexibility,  voluntarism and autonomy of schools,  the decree we 

are talking about imposes uniformity, loses the principle of consensus and cancels 

the autonomy of schools throughout a rigid and authoritarian imposition.

A SYMBOL LAW IN ORDER TO CENSOR HISTORICAL SENYERES

Also done as a matter of urgency and while the undefined strike, the Government 

promoted a law in order to regulate the symbols at schools with the intention to 

move away the solidarity bows with the senyera. La senyera is the emblem of the 

Balearic Islands from time immemorial.

This law according to the Balearic Island’s Advisory Council “could attack the public 

freedom expression”,  which is protected by article 20 in the Spanish Constitution. 

According to the Symbol law,  if schools do not have permission to hang symbols 

they could get a fine of between 5001 and 10000 €. The reason: “to use or place 

symbols not allowed or make of them a non authorized use”

LOMQE LAW, THE SEVENTH EDUCATION LAW OUT OF THIRTY YEARS, 

WITHOUT CONSENSUS

This year comes into force the seventh education law from 1980 on. It is known as 

LOMQE law.  Accumulation of laws without time to test them because of political 

partiality has supposed a completely chaos for the school.  Ironically,  this law 

predicts betters results with less investment.  This situation has never happened 

before in other countries and does not explain how is going to achieve that.  This 

prediction is done in a context that continuous budget cuts have deeply damaged 

education quality.

-  No consensus with this law.  It has been rejected by parents associations, 

students, teachers, trade unions, political parties, etc.

-  It subordinates to economical goals and leaves in a second level human 

development which is included in the United Nations Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, 1945, (art. 26.2)  and even in the Spain’s constitution from 1978 

(art. 27.2).  It encourages competitiveness between public schools and threatens 



with prizes or punishments depending on their results and at the same time it 

eliminates measures to fight against school failure. And nearly removes Technology 

as a subject, which is clearly related with industry and economic progress.

- Reduces the number of subjects; optional and specific subjects. That means a lost 

of flexibility and variety in the curricula.

-  Introduces standardised achievement examinations,  an external system 

evaluation that can suppose an increasing of school failure,  segregations of 

students and a deterioration of public school. 

-  Relegates Catalan language subject to a fourth category without ensuring 

time slot and there is the possibility to get the secondary or high school degrees 

without having passed the subject.  Forces Balearic Administration to pay private 

schools for those students who want to have all the subjects in Spanish. And at the 

same time austerity is imposed to public schools.

- Minimum contents for the curricula fixed by the Ministry of Education rise from 55 

to 65%,  more cuts for the autonomous competencies that form part of the 

“Spanify” process announced by the Minister.

-  Normal democratic functioning at schools is disturbed,  by appointing the 

headmaster,  increasing headmaster’s competencies (art. 132),  that can even do 

the staff selection (art. 122 ap.4) and eroding the authority of the school Council 

(art. 127) that will just have the simple role of advisory body.

CONCLUSION
Let’s help us to stop hunger strike. A hunger strike is an extreme action taken 

because of an untenable situation.  After nine months of constant conflict and 

demonstrations to defend the education, the Government has not even wanted to 

negotiate.  18  days of undefined strike,  the largest demonstration in Balearic 

Islands, solidarity expressed with 690000 €, hundreds of accessions of associations, 

trade unions,  political parties,  institutions…  And eight months of powerful protest 

actions,  walkings,  demonstrations,  mass resignation of executive posts,  case 

studies reports, definitely to fight against lies from the Government. 



The Government has had an authoritarian attitude - by developing a royal decree to 

set aside a contrary judgment -   and repressive measures -  has ceased four 

headmasters, many complaints coming from right-wing groups are in progress and 

different youth collectives have been pursued.

The Government actions attacks the prestige of the teachers and against parents’ 

dignity disbanding a public and quality educational system.

Those are the reasons why Jaume Sastre has started a hunger strike in order to ask 

the President to sit down to negotiate,  to listen and to arrive at a consensus. 

Because we are living exceptional times and Teacher’s Assembly has been a 

referent all over Spain and even further, as the admiration shown at World Forum 

Education held in Brazil.

 


